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sullivan

contemporary, rustic 
functional design at its best, our Sullivan collection is artisan-crafted to frame your space in a grounded aesthetic. Built by hand using solid yellow poplar 
and sustainably sourced, reclaimed European oak veneers, each hand-stained surface features a smooth fi nish that accentuates the natural character 
of the salvaged wood’s organic features. These occasional tables perfectly balance practicality, craftsmanship, and chic styling, bringing natural elements 
to modern design.

product details
 Sullivan occasional tables fi nished in Northman Sable are handcrafted 

by artisans from reclaimed European oak, sustainably sourced solid oak, 
and oak veneers. 

 Reclaimed European oak used in cabinet doors and drawers is salvaged 
from wood beams—showcasing natural weathering, unique cracks, joint 
lines, and saw marks that make each piece one-of-a-kind.

 Cracks in reclaimed oak are fi lled with black resin to ensure a smooth 
surface and add unique detail to each piece.

 In addition to its stunning, organic appeal, our reclaimed wood is 
treasured in many of our collections as a contribution to preserving 
healthy and sustainable eco-systems.

 Sullivan occasional tables fi nished in Northman Cinder are made from 
sustainably sourced new oak.

 Reclaimed European oak salvaged from wood beams showcases 
natural weathering, unique cracks, joint lines, and saw marks that make 
each piece one-of-a-kind.

Northman 
Sable

Finish:

Northman 
Cinder

55" Coffee Table
55" w x 31.5" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSABCOF
Northman Cinder 35SULCINCOF

Storage Coffee Table
54” w x 32” d x 15” h
Northman Sable 35SULSLGSTCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCLGSTCF

Square Coffee Table
42" w x 42" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSBSQGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNSQGCF

Narrow Coffee Table
70” w x 26” d x 15” h
Northman Sable 35SULSBLNGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNLNGCF

Large Coffee Table
68.25" w x 43.5" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSBLRGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNLRGCF
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product details (cont’d)
 In addition to its stunning, organic appeal, our reclaimed wood is 

treasured in many of our collections as a contribution to preserving 
healthy and sustainable eco-systems.

 Surfaces are hand-sanded, coated with several layers of rich glaze to 
emphasize the wood’s natural beauty, then sealed with a matte lacquer 
for added protection.

 Natural wood may display small splits, knots, or other organic features 
that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality or 
performance.

 Storage Coffee Tables feature a compartment beneath the tabletop, 
accessible through a panel on one side of the table.

 Storage Coffee Table top opens up and extends out, easily creating a 
surface ideal for working from home.

 Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Console Table
71" w x 17.75" d x 29.5" h
Northman Sable 35SULSABCON
Northman Cinder  35SULCINCON

End Table
26" w x 26" d x 24" h
Northman Sable 5SULSABEND
Northman Cinder  35SULCINEND

Storage End Table
26” w x 26” d x 22” h
Northman Sable 35SULSSTEND
Northman Cinder 35SULCSTEND


